Different role of wave reflection magnitude and timing on left ventricular mass reduction during antihypertensive treatment.
Regression of left ventricular (LV) mass during antihypertensive treatment has been associated with reduction in aortic augmentation index, a composite measure of peripheral wave reflection. The aim of this study was to clarify which of the two reflection factors, that is magnitude or timing, plays the dominant role in this regression. We evaluated the reflection magnitude (RM; the reflected-to-forward pressure wave amplitude ratio), the round-trip travel time of the pressure wave (a parameter for reflection timing), and the aortic pulse wave velocity (PWV) with echocardiographic LV mass in 61 hypertensive patients before and after 1-year standard medical treatment. Antihypertensive therapy significantly (P < 0.01) decreased brachial and aortic blood pressures and aortic PWV, reduced LV mass, and increased travel time. Neither increase in travel time nor decrease in PWV, however, was related to the reduction in LV mass. By contrast, treatment-induced change in RM was significantly correlated with change in LV mass; the correlation was particularly close in patients with LV hypertrophy (r = 0.61, P < 0.001). Only a marginal correlation was observed between the changes in RM and travel time. The association between RM decrease and LV mass reduction was independent of age, sex, changes in travel time and blood pressure, and use of renin-angiotensin system inhibitors (beta = 0.41, P = 0.001). Decreased wave RM contributes to LV mass regression more strongly than, and independently of, delayed reflection timing. Peripheral muscular arteries (from which reflection arises) appear to be more important therapeutic targets in regressing LV mass than central elastic arteries.